
You will need:

Products:
Ÿ Woodoc Water-Borne FLOOR 
 - Clear, Matt

Tools:
Ÿ Paintbrush
Ÿ 1 Nail
Ÿ  String

Extras:
Ÿ Any large autumn leaves
Ÿ A bucket of water
Ÿ Any decorations of your choice

STEPSTEP

0101

Ÿ  Collect leaves - this can be such a fun activity to do with the family. 
Ÿ  Put some water in a bucket and rinse all debris off the leaves.
Ÿ  Place on old newspaper or towel to dry.

Here you can see the leaves laid out on a towel to dry. 

STEPSTEP

0202

Ÿ Seal the leaves with Woodoc Water-Borne FLOOR - Clear, Matt.
Ÿ Allow leaves to dry completely.

Collect 
& rinse 

the leaves

STEPSTEP

0303

Seal 
the leaves

Thread  
the leaves

A little warmth this

Winter

Ÿ Once dry, make a hole in leaf with a nail and thread together with string    
(the length depends on you).

Ÿ Once you have placed your rope of leaves in the centre of your table, you     
can start building up by adding whatever material you may have to create a   
beautiful centrepiece.   

Good to 
KNOW

Any other CLEAR sealer from the Woodoc Range of Sealers can be used.
You can use any shade of your preference from the Woodoc Colours range.

Click here to see our full Colours range. 

ENDEND
RESULTRESULT

Dress it up
& enjoy!

Bring the best out of nature with Woodoc and create 
a beautiful centrepiece for your table this winter.

Woodoc Sealers have been formulated to be applied to clean, unsealed and untreated wood, hence 
use onto a different substrate or over a previously applied coating/paint technique is at the user's own 
risk. We cannot guarantee compatibility with other substrates or previously applied products. Apply to 
a small area rst to make sure that the product is compatible with the substrate or product/paint 
previously used.

NOTENOTE
PLEASEPLEASE

http://www.woodoc.com/en/products/woodoc-colours
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